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Highlight:
Stress loading by the 1996 earthquake (Mw 7.9) on the Minahassa thrust promoted the
2018 Palu earthquake on the Palu-Koro fault.
Stress shadows in the Palu-Koro fault impacted the 2018 Palu earthquake rupture's
southward unilateral propagation and termination.
Stress increases in the two seismic gaps to the north and south of the Palu-Koro fault
have increased the seismic hazards.
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Abstract: In this study we calculated the Coulomb stress change before and after the
2018 Palu earthquake (Mw7.5) induced by historical large earthquakes on and around
the Palu-Koro fault (PKF) within Sulawesi Island, Indonesia. We found that the 1996
earthquake (Mw7.9) on the Minahassa thrust likely promoted the 2018 Palu
earthquake by stress loading on its hypocenter. Stress shadows in the PKF impacted
the 2018 earthquake rupture's southward unilateral propagation and termination.
Stress increases in the two seismic gaps to the north and south ends of the PKF have
resulted in increased seismic hazards, calling close attention to hazard prevention in
central Sulawesi. This indicates that fault-interaction-induced stress variations on the
PKF significantly controlled the 2018 Palu earthquake and its seismic hazards. Our
study is important for understanding stress triggering between the subduction
earthquakes and intraplate earthquakes in thrust and strike-slip faults systems
globally.

Keywords: 2018 Palu earthquake; the Palu-Koro fault; Unilateral rupture; Rupture
termination; Stress trigger; Stress shadow
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Plain language summary:
The Mw 7.5 Palu earthquake struck the Palu-Koro fault on September 28, 2018 at
Sulawesi Island, Indonesia. The 1996 earthquake (Mw 7.9) on the Minahassa thrust
promoted the 2018 Palu earthquake by transferring positive stress at its hypocenter.
This earthquake only ruptured the central part (approximately160 km) on the
Palu-Koro fault. Two seismic gaps were created to the north (approximately 180 km
offshore) and south (approximately 120 km on shore) of the Palu-Koro fault. The
positive stress transferred to these two seismic gaps has increased its seismic hazards.
Close attention should be paid to future seismic and consequent tsunami hazard
prevention in central Sulawesi.
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1. Introduction
The Mw 7.5 Palu earthquake struck the Palu-Koro strike slip fault on September
28, 2018 in the Sulawesi Island, Indonesia (Figure 1). This earthquake caused
catastrophic disaster to the region of central Sulawesi by claiming over 2,000 lives,
affecting more than 53,000 people, and destroying over 68,400 facilities (Song et al.,
2019). The Palu-Koro fault was thought to have a high potential of large earthquakes,
since it had been quiescent during the past 100 years (Walpersdorf et al., 1998;
Stevens et al., 1999; Socquet et al., 2019). Although the Palu-Koro fault is highly
likely to produce high-magnitude earthquakes (Socquet et al., 2019), the reasons for
the 2018 Mw 7.5 Palu earthquake occurrence has yet to be investigated.
In the first year following the shock, many researchers explored the earthquake
rupture process through geodetic and seismic data inversion. The earthquake is
suspected to involve predominantly unilateral southward rupture propagation (Hayes,
2018; Bao et al., 2019; Fang et al., 2019; Hayes, 2108; Socquet et al., 2019; Song et
al., 2019; Ulrich et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019; Cevikbilen et al., 2019). The rupture
on the Palu-Koro fault propagated southward for about 130 km to 140 km from the
hypocenter. In comparison, northward propagation was observed for only about 20
km to 30 km (Socquet et al., 2019; Song et al., 2019). Significant attention was
focused towards the 2018 Palu earthquake rupture’s southward unilateral propagation
and termination during the past one year. However, the main reasons remain unclear.
The Palu-Koro fault extends around 460 km N-S from the west end of Minahassa
trench in the north to the Matano fault in the south. The 2018 Palu earthquake only
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ruptured the central part (about 160 km) of the Palu-Koro fault (Hayes, 2018; Bao et
al., 2019; Fang et al., 2019; Socquet et al., 2019; Song et al., 2019; Ulrich et al., 2019;
Wang et al., 2019; Cevikbilen et al., 2019). Two seismic gaps were left to the north
(offshore) and the south (on shore) ends of the Palu-Koro fault with lengths of about
180 km and 120 km, respectively (Figure 1). However, the likelihood of imminent
seismic gap ruptures remains an open question. As such, it is essential to estimate any
future seismic and tsunami hazards within and surrounding central Sulawesi.
The Coulomb stress change (ΔCFS) has been previously suggested to
significantly influence seismic activities (Freed, 2005). The importance of stress
transfer has been pointed out by studying earthquakes on strike-slip faults (such as the
San Andreas fault, North Anatolian, and the Eastern California Shear Zone) (Simpson
et al., 1988; Stein et al., 1994; Jaumé and Sykes, 1996; Harris, 1996; Harris, 1998), on
normal faults (such as Italy, Greece, and western Turkey) (Nostro et al., 1997; Harris,
1998; Stein, 1999, 2003), and on continental thrust faults (Such as Los Angeles area,
Nepal, and eastern Tibet) (Stein et al., 1994; Harris et al., 1995; Deng and Sykes,
1997; Hardebeck et al., 1998; Wang et al., 2003; Parsons et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2018,
2020). However, the stress triggering between subduction earthquakes and intraplate
earthquakes, especially in complex thrust and strike slip faults system, and its
influence on regional seismic activity has not yet been well studied.
During the past decades, several large earthquakes, such as the 1996 earthquake
(Mw 7.9) on the Minahassa subduction zone, were recorded around Sulawesi Island.
The occurrence of the 2018 Palu earthquake (Mw 7.5) on the strike slip Palu-Koro
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fault provides a good opportunity to investigate the fault interaction process between
subduction earthquakes and intraplate earthquakes in coupled thrust and strike slip
faults systems. To better understand the cause for the 2018 Palu earthquake and the
factors impacting its rupture extent, it is necessary to explore the stress state along the
Palu-Koro fault by simulating the stress changes caused by regional historical
earthquakes.
In order to investigate those questions above, we calculated the ΔCFS produced
by eight large historical earthquakes (M > 6.0) with available focal mechanisms on
and nearby the Palu-Koro fault. Stress variations on the Palu-Koro fault prior to 2018
were examined to evaluate any influence on the 2018 Palu earthquake including their
impact on the predominantly southward unilateral rupture propagation and
termination. We also calculated the ΔCFS on the Palu-Koro fault due to the 2018 Palu
earthquake. By predicting stress transfer and its evolution by earthquake interaction,
we estimate the future hazards in the seismic gaps on the Palu-Koro fault. Our study is
important for understanding the reasons for earthquakes occurrence and interaction in
central Sulawesi, Indonesia. It is also helpful for understanding stress triggering
between subduction earthquakes and intraplate earthquakes in similar systems,
globally.
2. Geological setting
Sulawesi is located within central Southeast Asia (Figure 1) where several
microplates, specifically, the Indo-Australian, Philippine Sea, and Sunda plates,
interact with each other (Hall, 1996). Sulawesi Island moves northwestward following
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clockwise rotation at a rate of 4°/Ma about a pole located at the tip of the northern
Sulawesi Island. In comparison, the Australian plate drifts northward, the Philippine
Sea plate moves westward, and Sunda plate resists in the west (Vigny et al., 2002;
Socquet et al., 2006). The Celebes Sea floor subducts southward beneath Sulawesi,
and the Minahassa trench accommodates the northwestward movements of the Sula
block relative to the Sunda plate (Socquet et al., 2006). The left-lateral strike-slip
Palu-Koro fault, which roughly strikes NS, is the main active boundary structure of
the western Sula block and has a high long‐term slip rate of approximately 40 mm/a.
This fault connects the Minahassa subduction zone in the north with the Matano fault
in the southeast, running off-shore through the narrow Palu basin. Both the Palu-Koro
and Matano faults accommodate the relative motion between the North Sula block
and the Makassar block. The Palu-Koro fault has a total length of around 460 km, of
which 240 km is off-shore (Watkinson and Hall, 2016). This fault is very important
due to its close distance to Palu city with a population of more than 340,000. The
2018 earthquake epicenter was located approximately 75 km north of Palu city, which
was heavily damaged by the earthquake triggered tsunami and landslides (Figure 1).
Sulawesi Island is seismically active. However, the Palu-Koro fault exhibited
relatively low seismicity levels during the past century (Bellier et al., 2001). Records
of historical seismicity in Sulawesi region are poor. Although several damaging
earthquakes, such as the 1968 tsunami generating earthquake (M 7.2), occurred along
and around the Palu-Koro fault (Katili, 1970; Hamilton, 1979; Beaudouin, 1998), the
details of these historical earthquakes are rarely known. Since 1968 only eight M>6.0
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earthquakes were recorded with focal mechanisms. These earthquakes are less than
200 km away from the 2018 Palu earthquake epicenter. The present study include
three earthquakes (M≥6.5) (Nos. 1-3) on the Minahassa trench, four earthquakes (M
≥6.0) (Nos. 4-7) earthquakes on the Palu-Koro fault, and one earthquake (M≥6.5)
(No. 8) on the Poso fault (Figure 1). Since the earthquakes of M < 6.0 only induce
small stress perturbations in a distance of within several tens of kilometers (Freed et
al., 2007), they are excluded from this study.
The present study used a total of nine large earthquakes, including the 2018 Palu
earthquake, as the earthquake sources for the calculations. The detailed earthquake
source parameters are provided in Table S1 (Supporting Information Text S2) and
Figure 1.
3. ΔCFS variations and evolution on the Palu-Koro fault
The combined ΔCFS distribution was calculated at 13 km depth (suggested
hypocenter depth for the 2018 Palu earthquake) with the receiver faults identical as
the focal mechanism (strike = 350°, dip = 67°, rake = -17°) of the 2018 Palu
earthquake (Hayes, 2018). The computed CFS includes the co-seismic stress and the
post-seismic stress change. Viscosity of the mantle can be found in Table S2, and
more details of the viscoelastic model can be found in the Supporting Information.
3.1 Stress change prior to 2018
Figure 2(a) shows the cumulative ΔCFS map prior to 2018 induced by the three
large earthquakes (Nos. 1–3) on the Minahassa thrust. Figure 3(a) details the induced
ΔCFS distribution along the Palu-Koro fault. The ΔCFS was positive over most of the
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fault, and exhibited an increase of approximately 50 kPa at the 2018 Palu earthquake
hypocenter. This stress increase is mainly contributed by the 1996 earthquake (M 7.9)
by comparing the Figures 3(a) and S2(a) to S2(c) (Supporting Information Text S3).
Figure 2(b) shows the cumulative ΔCFS map prior to 2018 induced by the five
large earthquakes (Nos. 4–8) on the Palu-Koro fault and the Poso fault. Figure 3(b)
details the generated ΔCFS distribution along the Palu-Koro fault. The ΔCFS
exhibited a minimal increase of only approximately 1 kPa at the 2018 Palu earthquake
hypocenter by the combined effect of these events. However, the ΔCFS showed
significant decrease near the northern and southern limits of the rupture with the
maximum values of -300 kPa and -290 kPa to the north (zone P in Figure 3) and south
(zone Q in Figure 3), respectively (Figure 3(b)). These stress decreases were mainly
caused by the 1998 (M 6.6) and 2012 (M 6.3) earthquakes in these two zones (P and
Q) on the Palu-Koro fault.
Figure 2(c) shows the cumulative ΔCFS map prior to 2018, which was
contributed from the eight large earthquakes (Nos. 1–8). Figure 3(c) details the
induced Palu-Koro fault ΔCFS distribution. A combined ΔCFS of approximately 51
kPa was observed at the 2018 Palu earthquake hypocenter prior to 2018 induced by
the all these historical large earthquakes. The maximum ΔCFS drops were about -260
kPa and -280 kPa near the north (zone P) and south (zone Q), respectively, of the
2018 Palu earthquake rupture (Figure 3(c)).
3.2. Stress change after 2018
Figure 2(d) shows the cumulative ΔCFS map just after the 2018 Palu earthquake.
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Figure 4 details the Palu-Koro fault ΔCFS distribution at varying depth (5 km, 10 km,
15 km, and 20 km) at time intervals of 0, 20, 50, 100, 200, and 300 years after the
2018 Palu earthquake, assuming no further earthquakes occur. Stress was released in
most area between the epicenters of the 1998 (M6.6) and 2012 (M6.3) earthquakes on
the Palu-Koro fault just after 2018 (Figure 2(d)). Two seismic gaps were left to the
north (segment AB in Figure 4) and the south (segment CD in Figure 4) ends of the
Palu-Koro fault. The ΔCFS in these two gaps (segments AB and CD) was increased
on average by about 5 and 27 kPa just after the 2018 Palu earthquake, respectively
(Figure 4). However, it will be increased to 19 and 56 kPa on average due to viscous
relaxation in the mantle over 100 years after the 2018 Palu earthquake (Figure 4)
(Supporting Information Table S2).
3.3. Inter-seismic stressing rate
The inter-seismic stress accumulation distribution along the entire Palu-Koro
fault remains unclear. However, Vigny et al. (2002) calculated the principal horizontal
strain rate as approximately 311 and −291 nanostrain/a with the maximum
compressional strain axis oriented at 113°(±2°), using the geodetic data obtained on
the Palu-Koro fault in the Palu basin. Given an elastic modulus of 5.0×1010 Pa,
Poisson's ratio of 0.25, and frictional coefficient of 0.4, Coulomb stress rate on the
Palu-Koro fault in the Palu basin was estimated to be approximately 3.6 kPa/a, based
on the generalized Hooke’s law and the definition of Coulomb stress (King, 1994;
Harris, 1998) (see equations (1-6) in the Supporting Information Text S2).
3.4. Sensitivity of stress
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The present study also investigated the sensitivity of the stress results to model
dependent parameters such as earthquake source parameters, the dip and rake angles,
frictional coefficient μ', and mantle viscosity η (Supporting Information Text S4). By
considering the uncertainty from all the cases by model parameterization, we found
the ΔCFS increase was about 34 to 83 kPa at the 2018 Palu earthquake hypocenter
prior to 2018. The maximum ΔCFS drops were about -212 to -484 kPa and -181 to
-473 kPa near the north (zone P) and south ends (zone Q), respectively, of the 2018
Palu earthquake rupture. The average ΔCFS on the two seismic gaps (segments AB
and CD) will be promoted to approximately 7 to 55 kPa and approximately 37 to 56
kPa, respectively, over 100 years after the 2018 Palu earthquake (Supporting
Information Text S4).
4. Discussion
4.1. Earthquake triggering
Change of stress field significantly affected the earthquake occurrence and
rupture process. The stress evolution in an earthquake cycle in the Palu-Koro fault
region was strongly influenced by several major factors, such as inter-seismic tectonic
loading and stress perturbation that was induced by historical regional earthquakes.
The present study calculated the earthquake stress perturbation by calculating the
ΔCFS on the Palu-Koro fault prior to the 2018 Palu earthquake, which was
contributed from eight large historical earthquakes surrounding the target area across
several decades. We then identified the Palu-Koro fault locations that had been loaded
or unloaded stress due to fault interaction prior to the 2018 Palu earthquake. As such,
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complex stress variations along the Palu-Koro fault strike were then observed (Figure
3(c)).
The ΔCFS on the 2018 Palu earthquake hypocenter increased about 51 kPa,
which was mainly contributed by the 1996 earthquake (Mw 7.9) on the Minahasaa
thrust. In general, a positive ΔCFS resulted in an increase in seismic activity in the
loaded stress regions. The observed value was much higher than the typical threshold
(10 kPa) for triggering earthquakes (Reasenberg and Simpson, 1992). As such, the
present study hypothesized that the 2018 Palu earthquake was likely promoted by
historical earthquakes on the Minahassa thrust following earthquake triggering theory
(Reasenberg and Simpson,1992). Given an inter-seismic tectonic stressing rate of 3.6
kPa/a,, the promoted ΔCFS (51 kPa) was equivalent to tectonic loading for
approximately 14 years.
The Minahassa thrust and Palu-Koro strike slip fault interaction process is
demonstrated by showing the relationship between the inter-seismic crustal
displacement due to tectonic loading and earthquake-induced crustal deformation in
one map. Figure 5 shows the inter-seismic tectonic loading GPS velocity (Soquet et
al., 2006) and the earthquake-induced (1996, Mw 7.9) crustal displacement (Gomez et
al., 2000) near the Palu-Koro fault. The inter-seismic tectonic stress loading on the
Palu-Koro fault is mainly contributed by the shear between the northwestward
moving North Sula block and the southeastward moving Makassar block (Figure 5).
Co-seismic displacements derived from GPS data (Vigny et al., 2002) and numerical
modelling (Gomez et al., 2000) indicate that the 1996 earthquake (Mw 7.9) led to a
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northwestward motion of the North Sula block. This earthquake-induced crustal
displacement added to the long-term Palu-Koro fault crustal motion (40 mm/a) due to
tectonic loading (Figure 5). Consequently, the transferred positive ΔCFS on the
Palu-Koro fault promoted the 2018 Palu earthquake.
Our finding is congruent with the suggestion of the triggering effect on two 1998
Palu-Koro fault earthquakes (M 6.6 and M 6.3) by the 1996 earthquake (Mw 7.9) on
the Minahassa thrust by Vigny et al. (2002). With respect to crustal deformation, this
provides new perspectives on fault interaction between the Minahassa thrust and
left-lateral strike-slip Palu-Koro faults. This finding is important for a comprehensive
understanding the stress triggering in similar faults systems globally. Some other
examples are interactions between inland earthquakes (the 1891 M 8.0 Nobi
earthquake) in southwest Japan and great interplate earthquakes (the 1944 M 8.0
Nankaido and 1946 M 7.9 Tonankai earthquakes) along the Nankai Trough (Pollitz
and Sacks, 1995; Rydelek and Sacks, 2003; Shikakura et al., 2013).
Vigny et al. (2002) indicated that Palu-Koro fault unclamping due to decreased
normal stress by the 1996 earthquake (Mw7.9) may induce fluid migration into the
fault plane of the Palu-Koro fault. The consequent increased pore pressure by the
overpressured fluids in the fault plane might have promoted the two 1998 earthquakes.
Details of the pore pressure change were not provided by Vigny et al. (2002). If the
pore pressure in the seismogenic depth of the Palu-Koro fault was increased by the
1996 earthquake (Mw 7.9), it might have also impacted the 2018 Palu earthquake to
some extent. According to the definition of Coulomb stress (Harris et al., 1998), the
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pore pressure directly connects to the Coulomb stress on a fault (see equation (1) in
the Supporting Information) by frictional coefficient. Assuming an increase in pore
pressure from 10 to 100 kPa and a frictional coefficient of 0.4, the consequent ΔCFS
increased from 4 to 40 kPa. Based on the stress triggering theory (Reasenberg and
Simpson, 1992), increasing ΔCFS in these values might be important in promoting
earthquake failure on the Palu-Koro fault. Future research can be carried out to
determine the possible pore pressure change on the Palu-Koro fault caused by
historical earthquakes in central Sulawesi.
Note that this study was based on the conventional Coulomb hypothesis that
linearly enhances and delays timing of the next earthquake and treats multiple stress
steps to straightforwardly sum up, not considering none-linear and time-dependent
effect. Many previous studies take the earthquake nucleation process and none-linear
process into the triggering effect, which physically explains on-fault and off-fault
aftershock sequence responding to the stress change, such as rate and state dependent
friction (Dieterich,1994; Stein et al., 1997; Toda et al., 2012; Cattania et al., 2015),
stress corrosion (Scholz, 1990), and time-dependent pore pressure change (Miller et
al., 1996). On the other hand, the Omori aftershock law and epidemic type of
aftershock sequence also statistically proves earthquake triggering is significantly
time-dependent (Ogata, 1989; Felzer et al., 2002). These non-linear space and time
dependent triggering studies indicate that the transient effect of stress change would
last for the subsequent several decades, particularly in intraplate condition (Stein and
Liu, 2009; Toda and Stein, 2018). Future research could be carried out to explore the
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non-linear space and time dependent triggering effect on the 2018 Palu earthquake.
4.2. Limitation of the rupture extent
We also observed that the ΔCFS was decreased by about 260 kPa near the north
end of the 2018 Palu earthquake rupture (zone P in Figure 3) by the 1998 earthquake
(M 6.6) on the Palu-Koro fault. Generally, a negative ΔCFS decreased seismic
activities in the regions of the stress shadow. This approach has been used to
investigate the role of stress shadow of the 1857 Fort Tejon and 1906 San Francisco
earthquakes in the San Andreas Fault (SAF) system, the 1897 Shillong Plateau and
2008 Wenchuan earthquakes following a decrease in the ΔCFS (Simpson et al., 1988;
Harris and Simpson, 1996; Harris, 1998; Freed and Lin, 2001; Mallman and Parsons,
2008; Gahalaut et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2018, 2020). We proposed that the stress
shadow in the zone P (Figure 3) might act as a stress barrier preventing northward
earthquake rupture propagation and encouraging its southward propagation.
It should be noted that we did not include the 1968 earthquake in our calculations
of the ΔCFS due to a lack of reported focal mechanism and earthquake source
parameters. The 1968 earthquake epicenter was located to the north of 2018 Palu
earthquake. If this event was included in the calculation, we would expect a larger
stress release in the stress shadow zone (P) near the north of the 2018 Palu earthquake
rupture. Vigny (2002) suggested that the two 1998 earthquakes promoted earthquake
inducement in the southern Palu-Koro fault region. According to our results, we
suggested that the 1998 earthquake (Mw 6.6) also had a great influence on the seismic
activity on the north portion of the Palu-Koro fault by preventing the 2018 Palu
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earthquake rupture from propagating further northward. The effect of stress shadows
on the faults rupture process is not unique for the 2018 Palu earthquake. Previous
studies suggested that the stress shadow in the southwest portion of the Longmen
Shan fault prohibited the southwestward rupture of the 2018 Mw 7.9 Wenchunan
earthquake (Liu et al., 2018). These findings may help characterize earthquake rupture
propagation and termination globally, such as the 2002 (Mw 7.9) Denali fault
earthquake’s unilaterally eastward rupture (Eberhart-Phillips et al., 2003; Hreinsdóttir
et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2018).
Our results also show that the ΔCFS decreased by about 280 kPa near the south
end of the 2018 Palu earthquake rupture (zone Q in Figure 3) caused by the 2012 (M
6.3) earthquake on the Palu-Koro fault. Sensitivity test indicated that the ΔCFS drops
to the ranged of -181 to -473 kPa in the zone Q (Supporting Information Text S4). We
believe that the stress drops with these values in the stress shadow zone Q are large
enough to terminate the continuing southward propagation of the 2018 Palu
earthquake rupture. Our findings are congruent with those of Wang et al. (2019), who
calculated the stress change near the south end of the 2018 Palu earthquake rupture
caused by the 2005 (M 6.2) and 2012 (M 6.3) earthquakes. However, the magnitudes
of stress released by these events were not provided by Wang et al. (2019). By
comparing the stress change induced by each event, we found that the stress change of
approximately −280 kPa near the south end of the earthquake rupture was mainly
caused by the 2012 earthquake (M 6.3). Our findings also support the argument by
Wei et al. (2018) that the stress shadow near the south end of the 2018 earthquake
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rupture might stop further southward earthquake rupture. Wei et al. (2018) also
suggested that the stress shadow was likely induced by two earlier historical
earthquakes (1907 M 6.3 and 1909 M 7.3 earthquakes), which occurred in the
southern segment of the Palu-Koro fault, according to written historical records.
However, the earthquake parameters of these two events are not available in the
earthquake catalogs of GCMT and USGS. Future research can be carried out to
explore the earthquake parameters and stress changes caused by these two events.
It is observed that there are two fault bends with offsets of 4 km and 6.5 km to
Palu-Koro fault locating to the north and south of the 2018 Palu earthquake rupture,
respectively (Bao et al., 2019). One may argue that these fault bends might be
restraining and releasing for the 2018 earthquake (Bao et al., 2019), since fault
discontinuity or fault bend was suggested to play a major role on the earthquake
rupture termination (King, 1983; King and Nabeleck,1985; Wesnousky, 2006, 2008).
However, field surveys on coseismic surface ruptures of the 2018 earthquake
suggested that the southern termination of the surface rupture was not related to any
fault bend and step of the Palu-Koro fault (Wu et al., 2020). Stress shadow revealed
by our study gave the reason for the 2018 Palu earthquake rupture termination.
A peak dynamic shear stress at the tip of earthquake rupture front could be large
(Lay and Wallace, 1995). Belardinelli et al. (1999) found that the dynamic Coulomb
stress peak value near the fault rupture front is larger than 1.7 MPa during the main
subevent rupture of the 1980 Ms 6.9 Irpinia earthquake. It can be expected that the
instantaneous dynamic Coulomb stress increase at the tip of the 2018 Mw 7.5 Palu
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earthquake rupture front is far over the level of the static stress shadows (of around
-400 kPa) revealed in this study. Thus, one may argue that the static stress shadows in
this value to the north and south of the fault rupture is not large enough to terminate
the 2018 Palu earthquake rupture. This means that the stress shadows might not be the
only reason for the 2018 earthquake rupture termination. Some other factors should be
playing role in terminating the 2018 Palu earthquake rupture. Schwartz et al. (2012 )
proposed that paleoseismic history is an important factor to control earthquake rupture
termination by investigating the relation between the 2002 Mw 7.9 Denali earthquake
rupture and the paleosearthquakes on the eastern Denali fault. Future research should
be carried out to explore the possible link between paleoseismic history on the
Palu-Koro fault and the 2018 earthquake rupture termination.
4.3. Seismic hazards after the 2018 event
After experiencing the five earthquakes (1998 (M 6.6), 1998 (M 6.2), 2005 (M
6.2), 2012 (M 6.3), and 2018 (M 7.5)) on the Palu-Koro fault during the past decades,
two seismic gaps were left to the north and the south ends of the Palu-Koro fault. The
ΔCFS in these gaps (segments AB and CD in figure 4) was increased on average by
about 5 and 25 kPa just after the 2018 Palu earthquake (Figure 4). However, it will be
increased to 19 and 56 kPa due to mantle viscous relaxation over the next 100 years
after the 2018 Palu earthquake (Supporting Information Text S3). Given an
inter-seismic tectonic stressing rate of 3.6 kPa/a, the promoted ΔCFS of 19 and 56 kPa
was equivalent to tectonic loading for approximately 5 and 16 years in the two gaps.
Sensitivity test shows that the value of the ΔCFS on segments AB and CD varies in
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the range of approximately 7 to 55 kPa and approximately 37 to 56 kPa (Supporting
Information Text S4), respectively, which is higher than the typical stress trigger
threshold of 10 kPa (Reasenberg and Simpson, 1992). These changes might increase
the potential of future seismic hazards in the gaps. This finding helps explain the
recent earthquake (Mw 5.9) on Mar 28 2020, which occurred in the center of segment
CD and 64 km WNW of Pendolo, Indonesia. However, this earthquake was not large
enough to fully release the accumulated energy in the segment CD of the Palu-Koro
fault. If the whole segments CD (120 km on-shore) or AB (180 km off-shore) rupture,
there may be sizable earthquakes of M ≥ 7.0 or M ≥ 7.5 in each zone, thus releasing
accumulated strain at a rate close to 40 mm/yr over the past century (Stevens et al.,
1999). Close attention should be paid to the seismic and consequent tsunami hazards
prevention in central Sulawesi.
5. Conclusions
In order to investigate the reasons for the 2018 Palu earthquake occurrence and
the extent of the earthquake rupture, the present study calculated the ΔCFS on the
Palu-Koro fault following several large historical earthquakes along the Palu-Koro
fault with the past few decades. Future seismic hazards on the Palu-Koro fault were
also investigated. We reached the following conclusions based on the estimated
space-time stress variations on the Palu-Koro fault.
(1) Fault interactions between the Minahassa thrust and the Palu-Koro fault
likely promoted the 2018 Palu earthquake due to loaded stress at the 2018 Palu
earthquake hypocenter.
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(2) The 2018 Palu earthquake rupture extent was significantly limited by the
stress shadows that were induced by historical earthquakes on the Palu-Koro fault.
The stress shadow close to the north of the epicentre of the 2018 Palu earthquake
might act as a stress barrier preventing the earthquake northward rupture and
encouraging its southward propagation. However, the propagation might be
terminated by the stress shadow near the south of the 2018 Palu earthquake rupture.
(3) Stress increases in the two seismic gaps of the Palu-Koro fault in the north
and south ends of the Palu-Koro fault have increased the future seismic and tsunami
hazards in central Sulawesi. Close attention should be paid to the seismic and
consequent tsunami hazards prevention in central Sulawesi.
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Captions:
Figure 1: Tectonic setting of Sulawesi Island, wherein the black stars show epicenters
of the M≥6.0 earthquakes spatial distribution on the Palu-Koro fault and the M≥6.5
earthquakes around the Palu-Koro fault (distance of <200 km away from 2018 Palu
earthquake epicenter); the red star shows the 2018 Palu earthquake epicenter; the
yellow star shows the 2020 earthquake epicenter; the beach balls define the historical
earthquake focal mechanism (Nos. 1-10); the white solid circle defines the 1968
earthquake with no available focal mechanism (No. 0); and the black lines define the
faults. The detailed earthquake parameters (occurrence date, focal depths, and focal
mechanisms) are summarized in Table S1 (Supporting Information Text S2). The red
dashed line presents the 2018 Palu earthquake rupture. The black rectangle indicates
the location of Palu city. The upper right inset shows the date and magnitude of the
earthquakes (Nos. 1-10). The lower right inset presents the location of target area in
the larger geological setting. PSP = Philippine Sea plate.
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Figure 2: ΔCFS map at 13 km depth prior to and after 2018. (a) The cumulative
ΔCFS map following the three earthquakes (Nos. 1–3) on the Minahassa thrust prior
to 2018. (b) The cumulative ΔCFS map following the five earthquakes (Nos. 4–8) on
the Palu-Koro fault and the Poso fault prior to 2018. (c) The cumulative ΔCFS map
following the eight earthquakes (Nos. 1–8) prior to 2018. (d) The cumulative ΔCFS
map following the nine earthquakes (Nos. 1–9) just after the 2018 Palu earthquake.
The epicenters of the earthquakes (Nos. 1–8) are marked with black stars. The
epicenter of the 2018 Palu earthquake (No. 9) is marked by white star.
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Figure 3: ΔCFS distribution along the Palu-Koro fault at 13 km depth prior to 2018.
(a) The cumulative ΔCFS caused by the three earthquakes (Nos. 1–3) on the
Minahassa thrust. (b) The cumulative ΔCFS caused by the five earthquakes (Nos. 4–8)
on the Palu-Koro fault and the Poso fault. (c) The cumulative ΔCFS caused by the
eight earthquakes (Nos. 1–8) prior to the 2018 Palu earthquake. The blue, red and
green stars indicate the latitudes of the 1998 (M 6.6), 2018 Palu (Mw 7.5), and 2012
(M 6.3) earthquakes, respectively. The red dashed line indicates the 2018 Palu
earthquake rupture on the Palu-Koro fault. The zones P and Q are marked grey.
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Figure 4: Accumulative ΔCFS in the two seismic gaps along the Palu-Koro fault at
the varying depth of (a) 5 km, (b) 10 km, (c) 15 km, and (d) 20 km induced by the
nine earthquakes (Nos. 1-9) at time intervals of 0, 20, 50, 100, 200, and 300 years
after the 2018 Palu earthquake. The red and yellow stars indicate the latitudes of the
epicenters of the 2018 Palu and 2020 earthquakes on the Palu-Koro fault, respectively.
The red dashed line indicates the 2018 Palu earthquake rupture (segment BC) on the
Palu-Koro fault. Segments AB and CD indicates the two seismic gaps on the
Palu-Koro fault.
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Figure 5: Schematic illustration of the interaction between the Palu-Koro fault and
the Minahassa thrust by the relative motion of different regional blocks. Blue arrows
indicates the crustal displacement induced by the 1996 earthquake (Mw7.9) on the
Minahassa thrust (Gomez et al., 2000). The black arrow indicates the GPS velocity of
the crust by tectonic loading (Socquet et al., 2006). The yellow arrow indicates the
relative motion of the blocks shown in different colors.
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